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A MARKOV MODEL FOR NASA'S GROUND COMMUNICATIONS FACILITY* 

By ODUOYE ADEY EMI 

Summary . -For those burst noise channe ls that can be mode l led by finite 
state Markov chains ( FSMC) this paper presents a 'natural' way of construct
ing such models and in particu lar gives a five-state Markov chain as a model 
of errors occurring on the NASA 's Ground Communications Facility (GCF) . A 
Maximum Likelihood procedure applicable to any FSMC is developed for esti
mating all the model parameters starting f rom t he data of error runs . Then 
we give a few of the statistics important for estimating the performance of 
error control strategies on the channel . 

I. Introduct i on . -Pioneered by Gil bert [1] , many attempts have been made 
at constructing models for a noisy binary channel in which errors group 
into isolated bursts and for which the c l assical Binary Symmetric Channel 
(BSC) is inadequ ate. A noisy b inary channel generates a sequence of binary 
noise digits {zn) , which it adds (modulo 2) to input digits [xnJ to produce 
output digi ts Yn = xn+zn • A burst - noise channel has memory whi ch makes it 
necess ary to determine the probab i l ity distribution of [zn} only through 
test runs on the particular channel unlike in the case of the BSC in wh i ch 
the noise digits are generated by a sequence of independent trials . Fur
thermor e, the capacity of a burst-noise channel is more difficul t to cal
culate . 

Two broad c l asses of theoretical mode ls have been proposed for t he 
error sequence [zn} on burst- noise channe ls : The Independent Gap (or 
Pareto) Model [2], and the Markov Model [1] . The Par eto Model assumes that 
successive gaps are approximately independent and suggests the Pareto di s
tribution for the gaps. The Markov model combi nes Markovian property with 
Independent Gap property. In the general case , however, when the error 
clusters are different for different phases of the channel and hence more 
than one error state is used in the Markov mode l, no assumption of indepen
dent gap distribution is made , 

To show when each of these models is applicable , let Zn= 1 if the nth 
bit i s in error and O otherwise . Let [okl1} be the event , starting wi th a 
bit error, of getting exactly k zeroes befor e another 1 and [okll} the con
ditional event of k or more zeroes . Then 

V(k) P[Okl l l } k 2 0 ( 1) 

is the gap distribution and 

U(k) P(Okl 1) 

fu V(n) 

-k This paper presents t he results of one phase of research carried out at 
the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, under 
Contract No. NAS 7-100, sponsored by the National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration. 
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is the probability of a gap length~ k. 

The Pareto Model predicts (within the interval of its definition) that 
the graph of tog U(k) is a straight line. So that any burst - noise channel 
whose empirical U(k) cannot be fitted with a straight line on the tog- tog 
plot cannot be modelled by the Pareto distribution . For the GCF, Figures 4, 
S, and 6 show that the empirical U(k), on the tog plot, is convex for 
k ~ 2000 and then becomes approximately a straight line . The interval of 
convexity depends on the bit error rate; the higher the bit rate the longer 
this interval. Thus, as will be shown below, the Markov model, not the 
Pareto, may be used for the GCF. In general, as was shown in [3] (See also 
Sussman [ 4]), the Pareto Model performs well only on good quality telephone 
channels (with very low bit rate) , 

In Section III we present a maximum likel ihood procedure for estimat
ing all the parameters of the five state model constructed in Section II. 
This method is applicable to any f inite state Markov chain . Then a few of 
the statistics important f or estimating the performance of error correcting 
schemes on the channel are obtained in Section IV . 

II. The Model. -Our model is based on the 4800 bps high-speed GCF data
l ine test run conducted by McClure [5] although we show that the same basic 
model is good also f or the SO kbps wideband circuit . The high-speed data 
(HSD) set consists of 31 test runs on all NASA lines between JPL and each 
of the outpost stations at Goldstone, Florida, Madrid (Spain), South Africa, 
and Australia. Details of transmission modes between continental and over
seas terminals and between these stations are contained in [5]. The bit 
error rates (BER) range widely (0 - x 10-3), there being two of the 31 test 
r uns in which no errors occur; the duration of the tests range from several 
minutes to a few hours . 

It is convenient to divide the tests into three main groups: the Green, 
Amber, and Red groups . The green group consis t s of those tests with bit 
rate of less than 1 x 10-S, those in the amber group have between 1 x 10-4 

and 1 x 10-5 BER and the red group are those with higher than 1 x 10-4 BER . 
Of the 31 test runs only 3 are in the red group, 7 in the green and 19 in 
the amber. 

The histogram for the 31 runs of the 4800 bps data is shown in Figure 1. 
The error -free (gap) lengths are represented in the x-axis and their fre 
quencies in the 31 runs on the ordinate . For example, the number of con
secutive errors, (at x = 1), is 17, 149 while the frequency of gaps of 
lengths 100 :' x ~ 499 is 652 . 

We make the Harkovian assumption that whenever an error occurs the 
behavior of the channel at that time is independent of how good the channel 
has been prior to that time . In other words, the behavior of the channel 
each time it enters the bursty state is statistically the same irrespective 
of how long the time has been since it last showed this burst phenomenon . 
(Here we adopt the definition of a burst as a sequence beginning and ending 
with an error, separated from the nearest preceding and following error by 
a gap of no less than a given length, say G, called the guardspace and con
taining within it no gap of length equal to or greater than G.) Each time 
the channel enters a burst, that is each time we observe an error after a 
l ong gap, the length of the burst, the number of errors within it and the 
distribution of these errors are therefore a l l independent of what had gone 
on prior to the occurrence of this phenomenon. We can therefore represent 
distinct groups of gap lengths by distinct states of the channel and indi
cate the beginning of a burst by a return to a single error state from 
states representing long enough gaps . The short gaps and consecutive errors 
within a burst are then represented by transitions between this error state 
and those states representing appropriately short gaps. 



With respect to this 'natural ' way of constructing a model it would be 
necessary to represent each mode of the histogram by at least a state each 
of which connects to a single error state. But that may make the model 
unwieldy to analyze and therefore impractical . The five-state model we 
found to give acceptably good fit is shown in Figure 2 . State B is the 
error state which connects to perfectly good states G1 ,Gz,G3 and G4 . The 
good states represent gap lengths 

X ~ 105 ; 1100 ~ X ~ 99999; 50 ~ X ~ 1099; 2 ~ X ~ 49 (2) 

These interval boundaries are determined from t he histogram. All errors 
occur in state B, consecutive errors occurring with the indicated proba
bility O < q < 1 . Short bursts represent transitions between states Band 
G4 , Varying gap lengths are represented by transitions between state Band 
G1 ,G2 ,G3 ; the very long gaps indicating that the process is in state c1 . 

Let us denote the one- step transition probability of going from state 
i t o a state k by P(kli). Then 

P(Gj!Gj) Pj = 1 - P(B!Gj) 

j 1,4 (3) 
and 

The model is not unlike four workmen with varying degrees of efficiency 
Pl> .P2 > p3 > P4 employed to maintain a system. We agree to call a workman 
and his efficiency rate by the same name . Each time the system breaks down 
(in state B) any one of the four workmen may be called upon to do the re
pairs, workman Pj being called with probability c j ; j = 1, •.. , 4 . The proba
bility is q that the maintenance supervisor will not call on any one of the 
workmen immediately the system breaks down . I f he calls however, the length 
of time after the repairs are done for whi ch the system remains in working 
condition is proportional to the workman's efficiency. In other words, if 
Pj is cal led upon, the chances are q . that the system wi l l not stay in work
ing condition the next unit of time . J Thus, the lower the workman's effi
ciency the higher his qj . 

There are some apparent de ficiencies in our model . One is that it is 
fairly well known that the error - causing mechanism does not reverse the bit 
each time the channel enters into a burst, a fact which we seem to ignore 
by al l owing errors to occur with probability one each time the process 
reaches the state B, We hasten to point out however , that a model using a 
state B in which errors occur with some probability O < h < 1 instead of B 
can be made to be mathematically equivalent to our model by appropriately 
increasing the number of good states and adjusting the corresponding transi
tion probabil ities. Moreover introducing such a state~ would involve un
necessary complications in the analysis . A rather serious assumption in 
our model is that it is possible to fit a channel with BER varying between 
O and 10-3 and exhibiting three distinct error modes (Green , Amber, and Red) 
by a single stationary model. If t he model performs well at high error rate 
it cannot be expected to depict the channel in the Green error mode , For 
when other users of the GCF come onto or drop off the line the characteris 
tics of the channel change significantly . A realistic model must incorpor
ate such changes in the line conditions and the t imes between the changes. 
A way to construct such a mode l is outlined in [3] . 

III. Estimation of Parameters . - Let us indicate the procedure for es 
timating the model parameters Pj and cj, j = 1 , , •• ,4 from the data. Then 
the optimizing set of parameters will be obtained from these by the method 
of maximum likelihood . 



Let .tj 

kji 

kj 

Ne 

N11 

number of times the process enters state j, j = 1, • • • ,4 • 

the length of gap i in state j, i = 1, • • • , .tj . 

the threshold to state j or the minimal gap l ength deter
mining state j . 

number of errors in the run 

car dinal ity of [X=l] or the number of occurrences of consecu
tive l's . 

Further denote by M the transition matrix of the five s tate Markov chain . 
That is 

P1 0 0 0 1-pl 

0 Pz 0 0 1- pz 

M 0 0 P3 0 l -p3 

0 0 0 P4 l - p4 

cl cz C3 C4 q 

Then the s teady state probabi l ities are given by 

ciuS . 
ui -1- - 1. = 1, • •• ,4 

- pi 
4 C -1 

U5 = (1 +; 1-~J 
(4) 

and since er rors occur only in state B, the bit error probability i s given 
by 

The fact that U(k) 

4 
~ k-1 

= L.J c . p . ' 
i=l l. 1. 

4 

I: 
i=l 

k ~ O; impl ies that 

(5) 

Now suppose we assume that for the proces s to be in state G1 the length 
of the gap is at least ko bits (G 1 i s the best error- free s tate) . Then 
since 

u(k0) = P(/o \ 1 = L V(k) 
k;;;:k0 

the cond i t i onal pr obabili ty of gett ing a gap of length k ~ ko is given by 

(6) 

where 

C = 

If then there are .t gaps of l engths k1 , k2 , .•• ,k.t with ki;;;: ko i = 1, • •• ,.t, 
the joint conditional probability of get ting t he .t gaps i s given by : 

I /, tki - .t 
P( k1 ,k2 , • • • , k.t k0) = cpl ( 7) 

It is desir ed to maximize this probability w. r . t . p
1

• Setting the deriva
tive w. r , t . Pl to zero using (5) gives : 



J, 

L>i-.tko+" 
1 

(8) 

We can interpret Pl as the proportion of time spent in state G1 as a 
fraction of the sum total of the tin~ spent in G1 and the number of times 
the process enters this state. So interpreted it i s then easy to see that 

.t j 

I: kji-.t}<j 

i=l 
pj 

~ kji- tjk j+J,j 
i=l 

qj 1-p. j = 1, ... , 4 
(9) 

J 

t . 
c. .....l. 

J Ne 

<I 
Nll 

Ne 
Now let J, be the number of e rror- f ree bits before t~ first error in a 

sample and L the number of error- free bits after t he l ast error. Here take 
.t1 to be the length of the jth gap, j = l, • •• ,Ne - 1 • Then the probability 
of getting a sequence z = [zn} if Mis the transition matrix can be written 
as Ne-1 

P(M, z) = P1 UU,)U(L) n V(.tj ) (10) 
j=l 

We take as an estimate of the true value MO of Man M which maxi mi zes 
P(M,z). 

I t is not difficult to show , using the method of Lagrange's multi
pliers, subject to (5) , that the set (pi,ci} giving this maximum is: 

where 
- J, 

Dl 
cipi 

+ 
(1-pi)O'l 

- J, 
.tcipi 

Dz ( l-pi)O'l 
+ 

D2 
p '. - -l - D1+o

2 

-, c. 
L 

c'. 
l 

L .t . 
- J 

cipi I: cipi 
+ 

( l-pi)aL j Cl. 
J 

- .t+l 
Lei pi 

L 
cipi 

(l-pi}2al 
+ 

(l-pi)aL 
+ 

L+l - .t j 
cipi I: J, j 

cipi 
2 + 

Q'. (1- pi) CIL j J 

(11) 



To obtain the es t imates Pi a~d c:L t he raw esti mates Pi and ci are used 
in (11) for Pi and ci . The Pi and c:L thus obtained are used iteratively 
in (11) on a d i g ital computer to give a new set of maximizing parameters 
Pi and ci . This iterat ive method is repeated until a degree of stability 
sufficient for curve fit ting purposes i s achieved . See Baum and Welch [6] 
for further details of this iterative method . 

For constructing appropriate coding schemes it is useful to have a 
single channel estimate or at l east estimates of these parameters for each 
of the three error modes . To obtain this we assume each of the t est runs 
to be an independent sample fr om some underlying distribution (trans ition 
matrix M). Thus if there are n s uch sampl es and we let D1k and Dzk repre
sent o1 and Dz respectively for sample k, k = 1, ••• , n , then we can show that 
the maximizing averaged group channel parameter set is given by 

where 

Dz 
p~ = -D-

c'. 
l. 

c' 
i 

n2 
1 

(12) 

and Nek = number of errors i n sample k . The weig!hted average (weighted in 
proportion t o the number of bits in t he sample ) of the optimal set of param
e t e r s obtained in (11) may be used as s t arting po·int for the i t erat ion in 
(12). 

The optimum parameter set for i ndividual run.s from each of the error 
modes i s shown in Table 1. Table 2 contains the parameters for the Green, 
Amber , and Red groups in the overall channels for the HF 4800 bps and wide
band 50 kbps channels. 

IV . Curve Fitting and Goodness - of- fit Test . -A basic statistic in the 
mode l is the gap distribution V(k) because the pr ocess renews itself each 
time it reaches s t ate B. I n other words, the occurrence of an error i s t he 
renewal event which wipes out the memory of the past gap . Each gap i s then 
an independent statistical sample from the distribution V(k), k:!: 0. The 
occurr ence of bursts is a direct consequence of the fo rm of the gap distri
bution . Therefore we shall assess the performance of the model by how good 
a f it U(k), k:20, a function of t he gap distribution, gives to the empi ri 
cal O(k) . 

For purposes of error control it is more i mportant to have accurate 
predic t ion of error c lus ter when the gaps a r e short (at high BER) than dur 
ing long intervals of error-free transmissions. Thus we compare U( k) and 
u(k) for o ~ k ~ 4000 . 



The error of our prediction is then 

Y(k) = U(k) - U(k); 0 ~ k ~ 4000 

and the highest prediction error is 
max 

p = 0 ~ k ~ 4000 IY(k)l 

For a very good fit one would expect Y(k) to have very small mean Y and 
standard deviation sy, For the test runs shown, the maximum average devia
tion is 0 . 006 with a standard error of 0 . 007 (Table 3) . Further we may use 
the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test to construct confidence intervals for p . The 
desired probab i lity for this is 

¢n(>.. ) = P(./np ~ >..) 

and the significance level of the test is a given by >..zy such that 
l-¢n(~) = a. p is at most >-al.fn. At signif icance levels a 0 . 00, 0.05, 
0 .10 and 0.15, ¢n<>-a) and >-al.fn are found (Table 4) . 

The table shows that at a = • 01, i . e . , in 99% of the cases , the error 
of our estimates should be less than 3 . 6%. The maximum error pin Table 3 
is 3 . 5% in the Green (least BER) mode. I n the high to moderate error 
modes (Red and Amber) pis smaller (respectively 2 . 2 and 1 . 5 percent), in
deed much less than the theoretically allowabl e ~rror of 2 . 6% at signifi
cance level of a = 0.15. Thus the fit given by the mode l U(k) is excellent . 
This result holds also for most of the rest of the 31 test runs . The con
clusion for the grouped and overall channels can be drawn from Tables 3 and 
4 . 

Figures 3- 6 show comparative plots of U(k) vs . U(k) for individual, 
grouped (for Green, Amber and Red) and the overall channels. 

V. Channel Capacity . -Gilbert 's expression for the capacity C of a 
burst-noise channel (1) is given by 

C = 1 - H 
where 

H = (13) 

His the entropy of the noise sequence z = {zn} • When the model contains 
a single error state,H can be written as 

H = -Pl ~ U(k) u(k+l) .tog U(k+l) +(1 
L... i U(k) U(k) 

_ U(k+l)) .t (1 _ U(k+l)\} 
U(k) og \ U(k) ) 

(14) 

k=O 

Since U(k) = ~cipt-l, for large values of k U(k) - c1pr- l where Pl is the 

largest of the p's . Th.Jsu~~~~) - Pl for sufficient l y large k = ko, say. So 
that for all k :? k0 we can approximate the summand in (14) by 

ho= P1 .tog P1 + (1-pl) .tog (1-pl) 

and thus H can be approximated by H' given by 

H' 

k
0

-1 

"' ) U(k+l) U(k+l) ( 
-P1 ~ U(k)l U(k) .tog U(k) + 1 

k -1 

- ho fi - Pl t U(k)l • r k=O J 

(15) 



Let us remark that since the capacity of a burst-noise channel is lar
ger than that of a BSC with the same bit error rate which, at the error 
rate on the GCF, is l arge enough(> 0.996 for the HF circuit and > 0.997 
for the wideband) it is clear that for purposes of error control the capa
city does not present any problem. 

VI. Some I mportant Error Statistics , - Such error distributions as 

(i) the covariance or the autocorrelation of the binary noise (zn}, 
(ii) the distribution of errors in a block and the distances between 

extreme errors in a block, 
(iii) the distribution of error symbols in an n-symbol word where a 

symbol is a fixed number of bits long, and most importantly, 
(iv) the distribution and mean of burst lengths and the probability of 

getting a given number of errors in a burst, can now be evaluated, 
Detailed expressions for all these are contained in [ 3] where it is shown, 
for example, that 

(i) the autocorrelation function r(k) = P(zk=llzo=l) is given by 

k-1 
r(k) I: V(j) r(k- j -1); k;;, 1 

j=O (16) 

r(O) = l; V(j) = L ci (1- pi)p 
k-1 

(ii) the distribution of errors in a block of length N bits~ P(k, N) ~ 
is given by 

P(k ,N) 

where 

N-k 
pl L U(11)P(k- l,N- tl-l); 0 s: 1, s: N-k 

.t l =O 

N-.t1-k 

L vc.e2)P(k- 2 , N- t 1- t 2-2); L tj 
1.z=O 

with the initial conditions P(O,L) = U(L), L ~ O; and 

(iii) P(burst of length n) = L(n), is given by 

[ 

0 if n S: 0 
L(n) = 

U(G) L(n), n ;? 1 

where 
min(G- 1, n- 2) 

i'Cn) ~ V(t) L(n-1.-1) 
J,=O 

L(l) = 1 and G = the guardspace . 

(17) 

N- k 

(18) 

VII . Conclusion . -A mathematical model has been constructed for the 
errors occurring on NASA's Ground Communication lines . A Maximum Likeli
hood estimation procedure, applicable in general to any finite Markov chain, 
was developedfor obtaining estimates of al l the parameters. And although 
the performance of no specific coding algorithms is anal yzed, statistics 



for comparing the performances of a large class of known error control 
schemes were given . Graphs of the empirical and model values of some of 
these functions are shown in Figs. 7-12. 
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Table 1 

ML Estimates of E and c for the 4800 bes H- F and 50 kbes W-B Datalines 

Green (BER = . 0000036) 
No . of bits 
in the run 

p' .99999982 . 99977777 .999244038 • 753295698 55,360800 
c' . 05989128 . 036389 .02454708 . 6622567 

Amber (BER= . 000045) 

p' . 999999345 .99992822 • 9972 7146 . 6780365 61, 706400 
c' . 015046 .01804396 . 01771507 .643555 

Red (BER= . 00015) 

p' . 999995395 . 99680729 .91065915 .57173257 24,642000 
c' . 00898176 . 067450 . 1713521 . 42033176 

50 kbps Dataline (BER = . 000051) 

p' . 99999954 . 99990046 . 96762984 . 5338685 39,198003 
c' . 0098453 . 00876970 . 0199757 .5129089 



Green (x 

p' 
c' 

Amber (x 

p' 
c' 

Table 2 

ML Estimates of p and c for groups Green, Amber and Red 
and Overall 4800 bps and 50 kbps Channels 

10-5) group 

.999999696 .9 16510198 .563564605 .5635646 

.091481754 . 14505589 .097966495 .32543278 

10-4) group 

.9999991048 .99987335 .92785276 .5 752459 

.0303859 .02886455 .12148999 .46583938 

Red (x 10-3) group 

p' . 9999982928 .9975858 . 9114607 .5645881 
c' .00694744 .0381146 . 11032526 .47075548 

Overall 4800 bps channel 

p' 
c' 

Overall 50 

p' 
c' 

N 

' 61,706400 
24,642000 
39,198003 

. 99999897 • 998 7626 .91348638 .5668315 

.0234645 .02937897 ,1211068 .46171998 

kbps channel 

. 9999998 .9967974 . 902718 . 513891 

.0062265 .02531177 .2027755 .3822079 

Tab l e 3 

Curve Fitting Parameters 

= U(k) - O(k) Y(k) 
y = Mean of Y; Sy 

max I 
= standard error of Y 

p = Os:k~OOO U(k) - u(k)l 

Individual Runs 

- . 0 
.015 - .0008 
.022 - .0003 
. 0046 - • 0007 

.002 .056 - .022 

. 002 . 063 .003 

.0004 

Tab le 4 

Overall Channel Groups 

Green 
. 002 .021 . 021 . 004 Amber 
. 006 .107 -.015 .008 Red 

.118 .0079 .0072 50 kbps 

Kolmogorov- Smirnov Test Statistics; n = 2000 

)Significance 
P(/np s: 'Aa) "a 'Aa/.fn Level Ci 

0.01 . 99 1.628 0.0364 

0 . 05 . 95 1.3581 0 . 0304 

0.10 . 90 1.224 0 . 0274 

0.15 . 85 1.138 0.0255 
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